In the field of information security, there are several areas of study that are under development. Social engineering is one of them that addresses the multidisciplinary challenges of cyber security. Nowadays, the attacks associated with social engineering are diverse, including the so-called Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs). These have been the subject of numerous investigations; however, cybernetic attacks of similar nature as grooming have been excluded from these studies. In the last decade, various efforts have been made to understand the structure and approach of grooming from the field of computer science with the use of computational learning algorithms. Nevertheless, these studies are not aligned with information security. In this work, the study of grooming is formalized as a social engineering attack, contrasting its stages or phases with life cycles associated with APTs. To achieve this goal, we use a database of real cyberpedophile chats; this information was refined and the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling was applied to determine the stages of the attack. Once the number of stages was determined, we proceed to give them a linguistic context, and with the use of machine learning, a linear model was trained to obtain 97.6% of training accuracy. With these results, it was determined that the study of grooming could support research associated with social engineering and contribute to new fields of information security.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, attacks on the privacy of children and adolescents through technological means have increased considerably. Investigations related to this social problem addressed different topics such as: the study and analysis of children's images in P2P networks, planning of security models in audio-visual devices for child control with access to the Internet, study of vulnerabilities in online video games, development of communication bots for the detection of potential attackers, forensic tools and analysis of pedophile behavior within instant messages [1] - [6] . Several scientific proposals that have studied the behavior of online attackers stand out in the study of instant messaging. Researchers in this field determined that the most common technique applied by attackers is grooming.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yassine Maleh . This technique is characterized by using deceptive linguistic expressions to create environments of false friendship and trust, thus seducing victims to manipulate and gaining control over them. Some authors, supported by previous research and psychological studies apply techniques of text mining and machine learning to determine the nature and different levels of danger of this attack [4] , [7] - [9] . However, it has been shown that the results of the research related to the study of grooming, contemplate different lines of research, are not conclusive and support other relevant studies [6] , [10] - [12] .
Online pedophilia and grooming have been studied for over a decade [1] - [3] , [7] , [13] . In the scientific field, grooming has been conceptualized as a procedural technique used by cybernetic attackers [1] . On the other hand, it is also regarded as an operational concept, whereby an attacker applies search strategies affinity, while acquires information and sexually desensitizes victims to develop relationships that lead to the VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ satisfaction of the needs of the offender or attacker [2] . The main motivations of this research are to delimit the technical anatomy of grooming, justifying its relevance and support for future investigations of relevance. These attacks are also known as social engineering semantic attacks and are considered pervasive threats to computer systems, communication, and privacy [14] . In this study, as the first phase, we propose a technological alternative that allows the grooming life cycle to be determined through stations or phases named topics with the use of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) generative probabilistic framework, belonging to the field of topic modeling within text mining. LDA allows modeling the topic structure of documents and other discrete data collections, where each document is generated as a mix of topics. In this way, LDA assigns a topic to a set of words contained in each document [15] . Then, two experiments are proposed. In experiment 1, several topics are determined according to the characteristics of the pre-processed data. To obtain the data and its processing, the recommendations of the CRISP-DM methodology [16] were followed. After determining an optimal number of stations, we proceeded to give them a logical context through experiment 2, which uses studies related to linguistics and communicational intentions to order the topics determined by LDA. Within this ordering, several proposals of life cycles of Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) with the topics were related, thus determining the life cycle of the grooming.
The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows • A psychological and technical profile of the type of attacker associated with online pedophilia is presented;
• Grooming as a vector of attack within social engineering and information security is positioned; this will allow supporting investigations related to determining patterns of malicious behavior online;
• Through the modeling of topics, different stages or seasons of a life cycle of an attack associated with social engineering is determined;
• Application of a linear machine learning algorithm to classify texts binding to the study area. The article proceeds as follows. Section II introduces some definitions about grooming, its stages, and tools to detect it. Section III establishes the physicological/technical profile of a cyber-pedophile based on the use of technological resources. Section IV presents the related work on the topic. Section V details the methodology we follow, defines the research questions, and introduces the experimental approach. Section VI develops the experiments carried out. Section VII presents the answers to the research questions based on the results of the experimental phase. Finally, Section VIII draws the conclusions and present the future work.
II. WHAT IS GROOMING?
With the advance and use of communication technologies, the evolution of pedophile attacks in cyberspace and their strategies in approaching their potential victims has been evidenced. Within these strategies, there is the attack known as grooming that is used to create deceptive trust relationships between victims and attackers. The grooming has been considered as a case study, for more than a decade. From this, related research has generated significant contributions to society [1] - [3] , [7] , [13] .
In the scientific field, grooming has been conceptualized as a procedural technique, criminal activity, or operational concept used by cybernetic attackers, who in some cases have a disorder of sexual preference for children or adolescents. In the development of false friendship, the attacker applies strategies to determine affinities, tastes or activities of interest to the victim, thus developing a relationship of trust where the main objective is sexual desensitization, giving rise to the satisfaction of the needs of the attacker; as the sexual act [1] , [2] , [12] . As a computer attack technique, grooming can be applied for very long periods, in order to guarantee the cooperation of its victims and minimizing the risk of exposure. Another aspect to be considered within the technique of grooming includes the preparation of relatives close to the victims to create an atmosphere of acceptance and normalization of a potential attack [1] , [17] , [18] .
The study of grooming is comparable to the study and analysis of modern and contemporary computer attacks. The development of proactive measures and the advancement of investigations are limited by several aspects, such as access to databases of pedophile content, victims and relatives and means of communication, such as the Internet.
The online activist Perverted-justice (PJ) Foundation has collaborated extensively with the study of pedophile communications by continuously publishing actual conversations on its website. The primary purpose of this foundation is to eradicate online attackers by exposing the conversations and their actors [2] . With this background, several scientists began to study and analyze the text strings published by this web portal, thus determining psychological and technical behavioral traits when applying grooming in preparation for victims. One of the most significant challenges evidenced in the studies of chat chains is phonetics and phonology, which reveal the fields of study of morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and discourse.
Studies have determined that online pedophiles tend to seduce their victims through attention, affection, kindness, and even gifts through the use of information technologies [17] . Such is the case that in a survey applied to 437 schoolchildren between the ages of 11 and 13 years, it was determined that the use of the Internet and the chat communication protocol were part of their regular habits. 59% of the participants accepted to have participated regularly in chats with people through the Internet. 24% of people who chatted online admitted having delivered some personal information. These include the home phone number, the mobile phone number, and the home address. The most alarming fact in this study was when 37 children admitted to making arrangements to meet the person they were chatting with [11] .
A. STAGES OF GROOMING
When talking about grooming, an essential strategy for an attacker is the sexual desensitization. Kong et al. in [19] consider it as a common strategy that offenders use for a child to access the sexual encounter. This sexual desensitization tends to occur gradually. Usual physical or emotional contact, such as bathing, cuddling, or tickling, can eventually become sexual contact and then possibly more intrusive forms of sexual abuse. In fact, almost two-thirds of the children in the study indicated that at first, the genital contact seemed accidental. It should be noted, however, that some of the victims pointed out that the change from usual physical contact to sexual abuse was abrupt and, therefore, the period of gradual sexual desensitization was small or nonexistent. Attackers also endorsed the use of tactical sexual desensitization. In this study, it was evidenced that around a quarter of the attackers who care for their victims admitted having used these grooming techniques. Besides, almost a third of the attackers admitted to having asked the child for help with something, such as undressing. Almost half admitted having talked about sex with the child or having ''accidentally'' touched the child. Attackers also admitted to using pornographic videos and magazines to desensitize the child to sex.
It is worth noting that the use of pornography in children with sexual insensitivity is more common among male victims than among women. The offender may tell the child that he is teaching him/her sexual education using photographic resources and the body of the victim. The research also emphasizes that attackers gradually increase physical contact. For example, the offender can start fighting, kissing, massaging, or curling up the child, all while evaluating the child's reaction to touching. If the child feels uncomfortable and asks the offender to stop, he may stop for a moment and then gradually increase the contact. The use of games, for example, Red Light-Green Light is also used for this purpose. In this situation, the offender may begin to touch the child's leg until the child protests. Other conventional techniques that the offender can use to desensitize the child is to ''accidentally'' show his naked body to the child, making sexual comments about the child's body or clothes, or telling him about previous sexual encounters that he or she has had.
Rutgaizer et al. [20] , justify and assure that in the scientific field, there have been few investigations to understand the behavior patterns of sexual attackers in the different stages of online child harassment. In these stages, we observe the development of deceptive confidence, preparation, and the search for a physical encounter. In this research, characterizing the stages becomes a highly critical aspect, since most of the sexually abused children have been forced to accept physical encounters with the sexual attacker voluntarily. This suggests that understanding the different strategies that an attacker uses to manipulate children's behavior could help to educate them if they are exposed to these types of situations where their integrity is at risk. The research is developed based on Olson's Luring Communication Theory (LCT) [21] , where once an attacker has had access to a child, the stages are:
• Development of deceptive confidence: consisting of developing a relationship of trust with the child. At this stage, the attacker exchanges personal information such as age, tastes, and distraction activities. This stage allows the attacker to build a shared communication space with its victim. Once a relationship of trust is established, the attacker proceeds to the next stage;
• Grooming stage: in this stage, the attacker triggers the sexual curiosity using sexual terms; it is at this moment where the attacker can prepare and catch communicatively the child in an online sexual behavior;
• Entrapment cycle: as the grooming process intensifies, the attacker oversees manipulating the victim so that she isolates herself from her friends and family, which promotes and increases the trust relationship between attacker and victim;
• Physically approach: in this final stage, the attacker seeks to approach to the minor. The attacker requests information related to the child's location and schedules and their family members. In [22] , Hofman et al. describe 17 descriptors of the grooming process within six stages of work:
• friendship: the attacker tries to approach the child by determining similarities, tastes and activities in common, and on the other hand the attacker searches based on photographic evidence requested from the minor and alternative online methods that contrast the information with the child, to confirm that he is a child.
• relationship: the attacker and the child talk about the family, the school, the interest and the hobbies of the child in order to exploit them deceptively, making the child believe that they are in a relationship.
• risk assessment: in this stage, the author attempts to measure the level of threat and danger by talking to the child. He makes sure that the child is alone and that no one else is reading their conversations.
• exclusivity: the attacker tries to gain the child's full confidence. Frequently, the attacker introduces the concept of love and care in this stage.
• sexual: the attacker and the child talk about sexual activities and develop sexual fantasy.
• conclusion: at this stage, the attacker approaches the child to meet in person. It is worth noting that the researchers describe that these grooming stages may or may not occur in the same sequence. The frequency, order, and extent of the occurrence of these stages may vary depending on the case. Figure 1 describes the diverse tools used to detect grooming. The numbers correspond to a sample of studies described in Table 1 . These tools are classified into: • Website.-The investigations related to the field of pedophilia are based on the collection of real conversations of pedophiles for further analysis. PJ Foundation is the main provider of this information. In the analysis of the scientific proposals to detect grooming it could be determined that when creating artificial intelligence algorithms, these should have the minimum error rate, which is why the researchers contrasted their models with chats of pedophile and non-pedophile sexual content. These chats were obtained from websites such as Oocities, IRClog, Krinj, among others.
B. TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES TO DETECT GROOMING
• Software.-The use of specialized software has allowed researchers to extract positive and negative words to analyze the technical profile, behavioral patterns, applied discourse, sentiment analysis, semantic analysis of attackers among others. The use of software specialized in artificial intelligence allowed the researchers to execute and test some algorithms of automatic learning and data mining. • Corpus or Database.-NPS Chat Corpus is a closed set of texts or information intended for scientific research and is part of the Natural Language Toolkit package (NLTK). NLTK is a natural language processing platform that allows researchers to build programs with human language data and thus generate predictions of conversations and behavioral patterns.
III. PSYCHOLOGICAL/TECHNICAL ATTACKER PROFILE
For the study of psychological profiles based on the use of technological resources such as the Internet, one of the pioneering investigations in the classification of types of attackers and victims is the one proposed by Pendar [2] (see Figure 2 ). In this study, two types of scenarios and their actors are considered. The first scenario is where Attacker/Other (1) are interrelated and the second Adult/Adult (2) where there is a consensual relationship. Three types of actors emerge from the first scenario: (a) Attacker/Victim where the victim is a minor. (b) Attacker/Pseudo-Victim in this case the victim is a volunteer posing as a child and (c) Attacker/Pseudo-Victim where the victim is an officer of the law pretending to be a child. Ideally, to build a computer system that signals an interaction as suspicious, that is of type (1a), at least it is necessary to have access to representative samples of type 2 interactions also like (1a). However, this research indicates that chat service providers do not usually archive chats files for adults, and even if they did, they would not make those files available to the public. The accumulation of such data requires the informed consent of the participants. In addition, access to chat text files of type (1a) is also very difficult to achieve. Obtaining access to the data types (1c) is not without problems, since legal problems must be resolved in terms of privacy. Therefore, even a simple feasibility study for this type of research proposal faces major problems of data acquisition considering that none of which is necessarily technical. Given these difficulties, the best option is type (1b) interactions that are available online [27] , [28] .
The website www.perverted-justice.com, which is run by a group of volunteers, aims to make it difficult for pedophiles to take underage victims online. On this website, volunteers are recruited to pretend to be minors (usually from 10 to 15 years old) in chat rooms. When a pedophile has been found, the website publishes online files of all chats with them. In this research, the authors decided to use the aforementioned data to evaluate the feasibility of developing a computer system to perform the automatic recognition of sexual attackers online with the use of type (1b) text records. There, it was evidenced that they managed to distinguish automatically between the pseudo-victim and the attacker, with the assumption that a positive result would support the hypothesis that it is possible to mark suspect chats online automatically [29] , [30] .
In [25] , Bogdanova et al. determined certain distinctive features of pedophiles online, where around 94% were men who mostly had feelings of inferiority, isolation, loneliness, low self-esteem and emotional immaturity. From this group of criminals, between 60% and 80% suffer from other psychiatric illnesses. In general, pedophiles are less emotionally stable people than mentally healthy people. The research referenced by Hall et al. in [3] classifies male pedophiles as • stalkers: who approach children in chat rooms to gain physical access to them;
• cruisers: who are interested in online sexual abuse and are not willing to meet children off-line;
• masturbators: who watch child pornography;
• networkers or swappers: who exchange information, pornography and children; and a combination of the four types. According to their study, the percentage of homosexual pedophiles varies from 9% to 40%. The researchers point out that the percentages indicated above do not imply that homosexuals are more prone to attack children, only that a greater percentage of pedophiles are homosexual or bisexual in orientation towards children. As important aspects of this research, the relationship between the age of the victims in relation to the sexual preference of the attacker and the average number of sexual acts is highlighted. Heterosexual male pedophiles prefer children between the ages of 8 and 10 years and on average have performed 34 sexual acts. Homosexual male pedophiles tend to prefer children between the ages of 10 and 13 and on average have performed 52 sexual acts [9] , [31] . Regarding bisexual pedophiles, it is only observed that on average they have committed more than 120 acts. In [3] , Hall et al. reference a study focused on the incestuous pedophile attacker where the following results were determined: 27% of all sex offenders assaulted family members. 50% of crimes committed against children under 6 years were committed by a family member, 42% of acts committed against children from 6 to 11 years and 24% against children from 12 to 17 years. An additional study indicates that 68% of child abusers had sexually abused a family member; 30% had sexually abused a stepchild or adopted child; 19% had bothered one or more of their biological children; 18% had bothered a niece or nephew; and 5% had sexually abused a grandchild.
In this study incestuous heterosexual pedophiles had abused 1.8 children and committed 81.3 acts, while incestuous homosexual pedophiles had abused 1.7 children and committed 62.3 acts.
With regard to the relationship of victims and attackers, Hall's research [3] makes a first distinction:
• exclusive pedophiles: pedophiles only attracted to children; and
• non-exclusive pedophiles: pedophiles attracted to both adults and children. In this study, the authors determine that most pedophiles are part of the non-exclusive group.
On the other hand, Vartapetiance et al. in [24] identify three types of potential attackers [32] :
• strange: who is a completely unknown person. This type of attacker does not necessarily want to have long-term access to children. Therefore, to attract children, they are more likely to use threats.
• known: which can be teachers, drivers, among others. This type of offender generally has access to children; however, they do not use violence to attract them. They invest a lot of time to create the trust relationship to decrease the likelihood of being identified.
• family: such as parents, grandparents, cousins, and siblings. This offender generally has long-term access to children, because he is within the family circle and uses his authority to control the children. This type of relationship is the most dangerous due to the time the abuse may last. In [4] , Bogdanova et al. revealed several language characteristics of attackers based on pedophile conversations through chat: implicit / explicit content. On the one hand, the attackers gradually change the context of a conversation until they get an openly sexual conversation without hiding their intentions. First of all, they start with comfortable talks for the victim, which are accompanied by compliments, childish behavior and jargon. Another characteristic evidenced is the fixed discourse, where the attackers use various conversational strategies to avoid departing from the sexual conversation obtained. On some occasions these attackers manipulate their victims by transferring responsibility and blaming them for any differences or disagreements they have had. To minimize the risk of being prosecuted before the law, some attackers force their victims to eliminate chat conversations or records that have been generated. However, it has also been shown that some attackers cease to be cautious and insistently request physical encounters without measuring the consequences [33] .
As a summary of the studies related to the understanding of cyber-attackers, in the scope of pedophilia, Figure 3 outlines the psychological/technical profile.
IV. RELATED WORK
There are many works related to online pedophilia and grooming, which concern machine learning paradigms. In 1997, Durkin [5] determined, in one of his researches, that one field of study related to online pedophilia, is the ''location of victims through chat rooms.'' From this, the author raised several important contributions with the participation of PJ Foundation. The content provided by this agency allowed the application of natural language processing techniques, artificial intelligence and other technological tools associated with machine learning. The results related to the text analysis has allowed scientists to determine certain features of psychological behavior of attackers in relation to the use of technological tools to access their victims [12] , [26] , [34] .
In [23] , Bogdanova et al. address the problem of detecting pedophiles with Natural Language Processing techniques (NLP) and the naive bayes and support vector machines classifiers. This problem becomes even more challenging due to the specificity of the chat data. Chat conversations are very different not only from the written text, but also from other types of interactions in social networks, such as blogs and forums, since chat on the Internet usually involves very fast writing. The data usually contains many errors, spelling mistakes, specific jargon, character flooding, among others. The authors also point out the complexity at the time of processing the data with automated parsers. They include a list of features, which includes feelings and other characteristics based on the content. In their experimental results they describe that the classification based on their characteristics can discriminate pedophiles from non-pedophiles with great precision [13] , [24] , [25] .
In a later investigation, Bogdanova et al. [23] propose to model the obsessive discourse of an attacker using lexical chains as a potential feature in the automatic detection of online sexual attackers throughout the conversation. To estimate semantic similarity, they used two parameters: the similarity of Leacock -Chodorow and Resnik. In their results they show considerable variation in the length of lexical chains related to sex according to the nature of the corpus or database. The lexical chains related to sex in the NPS corpus are much shorter, regardless of the similarity of the measure used. The chains in the corpus cybersex are even longer than in the corpus of PJ Foundation. With this premise, they support their hypothesis that this could be a valuable feature in an automated pedophile detection system.
In [13] , Cano et al. used a collection of features that aim to characterize attacker conversations in stages of online preparation through the profile of an attacker based on the characterization of: 1) bag of words (BoW); 2) syntactic; 3) polarity of feeling; 4) content; 5) psycho-linguistic; and 6) speech patterns. The main contributions of this article are: (1) proposal of an approach to automatically identify the stages of preparation in an online conversation based on multiple characteristics: lexicon, syntactic, feeling, content, psycho-linguistics; and patterns of discourse. (2) Classification models for each stage, using unique and multiple characteristics. For the generation of the models, they use several software tools, and the use of the child preparation stages proposed by Olson. In their findings, the authors show that the use of the characteristics of the speech pattern alone can achieve on average a gain on the lexical characteristics. (3) Analysis of particularities to identify the most discriminatory characteristics in each stage of grooming.
In [25] , the authors suggest a list of high-level features and study their applicability in the detection of cyber-pedophiles. For this purpose, they used a corpus of downloaded chats from PJ Foundation and two sets of negative data of a different nature: cyberspace records available online and the NPS chat corpus. In their analysis, the authors consider that lexical chains are appropriate for modeling the obsessed speech of pedophile chats. To find semantically related terms, they used parameters of semantic similarity. In particular, the similarity of Leacock and Chodorow and the resemblance of Resnik. The results of the research show that NPS data and pedophile conversations can be accurately discriminated against each other with n-grams (characters), while in the more complicated case of cybersex records high-level characteristics are needed to reach good levels of precision.
Pranoto et al. in [12] try to establish a mathematical logistic model to classify whether an online conversation is a preparation conversation or not. For this purpose, the authors analyzed approximately 160 chat conversations to determine the characteristics of a preparation conversation. These scripts are obtained in a random way from http://www.pervertedjustice.com and www.literotika.com. The characteristics are divided into 20 types. The scripts are divided into two sets: 100 scripts for the training set and 59 scripts for the test set. As a result of the research, five most relevant grooming characteristics were identified, and a logistic model was established on this basis. The model is evaluated using the test data set and the results show that the model has acceptable results by the authors.
All the papers present proposals for the analysis of chat conversations with childish pornographic content. It considers different topics that have enable to outline the behavior of an attacker [35] . These topics have addressed aspects of feelings, characteristics based on content, modeling of obsessive discourse using lexical chains, among others. On the other hand, the stages of grooming have been analyzed in syntactic aspects, polarity of feeling, content, psycho-linguistic and discourse patterns.
V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Aiming at determining the life cycle of grooming, we will define stations or phases named topics. In the field of text mining is the topic modeling, which allows to analyze a large number of unstructured texts. There are several methods of topic modeling, among the most relevant are Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), Correlated Theme Model (CTM), and LDA. In related literature that compare the performance of LDA with other models in terms of perplexity, it is determined that the performance of LDA is higher than that of other models. Also, it is established that LDA could be applied successfully in various applications aiming at identifying topics in scientific publications, text classification and collaborative filtering [36] - [39] . Under these criteria and based on the nature of our study (text categorization), we decided to use LDA as topic modeling.
First, the LDA generative statistical model is proposed; it allows the modeling of topics. Based on this, two experiments were carried out. In the first experiment, several topics are determined according to the characteristics of the pre-processed data. To obtain the data and its processing, the recommendations of the CRISP-DM methodology were followed [16] . After determining an optimal number of topics, we proceeded to give them a logical context through experiment 2. It uses several studies concerning linguistics and communicational intentions to order the topics determined by LDA. Within this ordering, several proposals of life cycles of APT with the topics were related, thus determining the life cycle of the grooming. [43] , [48] , [49] .
A. COMPUTER ATTACK EVALUATION
A computer attack represents any hostile activity against a system or a person, using computer applications or psychological persuasion techniques. Every attack has a target, and the responsibility of scientists is to determine what they are in order to apply defense strategies. It is worth noting that computer attackers are aware of the development and execution of each attack by developing a series of phases, stages, or steps to follow to make an attack successful [40] - [43] .
To identify the effects of each attack, they should be interpreted not only as isolated incidents or intrusions but also as operations that, in some cases, contemplate long periods. The stages of a computer attack are represented by models of life cycle applicable to cyber-attacks as illustrated in Figure 4 ; they are also known as ''cyber-attack chains'' [44] - [46] . In the scientific field, several authors take as reference the life cycle approach of Lockheed Martin [47] , who developed an initial model of cyber-attack chain. Under this criterion, the main contribution of this study is the theoretical/practical definition of the life cycle of grooming, from the point of view of information security.
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Formalizing the concept of grooming within the field of information security will allow researchers to support future research related to social engineering with the contributions generated with grooming. To achieve these objectives, the following research questions are formulated: RQ1: With the use of computer learning, can the phases of grooming be determined as a computer attack? RQ2: Can grooming be considered an attack vector within the APTs? RQ3: Can the studies related to grooming support future research associated with social engineering?
C. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH Figure 5 describes our experimental approach in two stages.
In the first stage, we pre-process the data obtained from VOLUME 7, 2019 PJ, then applied a topic modeling (unsupervised learning paradigm) that allowed us to analyze several phases, stages or steps herein topics. Due to the nature of the system development, it should be noted that, in this assignment of topics, linguistic analysis is not previously carried out. After this, we contrasted the results obtained with statistical modeling to justify the exact number of topics that will be applied to grooming. Once this information is obtained, we analyzed if these topics correspond to the different stations of the life cycles proposed in the analysis of computer attacks.
In the second stage, we assigned a linguistic approach using a set of word categories provided by the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count software (LIWC) at each stage determined with LDA. LIWC is a program that analyses text. It reads a given text and counts the percentage of words that reflect different emotions, thinking styles, social concerns, and even parts of speech. Once the stages were determined, the system was trained with a linear classification model (supervised learning paradigm) to determine the accuracy of the system.
In both experiments, quantitative and qualitative characteristics were adopted (linguistic assignment); however, in the first experiment, the results obtained by the software were justified with statistical analysis. Within the first experiment, the data was pre-processed with the development of scripts with regular expressions to standardize the format of the data. The treatment of the information was applied to 100 chats of pedophile character with an average of 1200 lines of text per chat, processing a total of chat lines of 128171. The number of chats was determined based on the average of conversations analyzed in similar investigations and rejecting short content conversations.
VI. EXPERIMENTATION
From the scientific method, reproducibility is an essential aspect to be considered. Therefore, each of the phases of the proposed methodology is detailed in the experiments carried out. The data, hardware, and software resources used in the experimentation phase are described in Table 2 .
A. EXPERIMENT 1 In this section, several aspects that were considered in the realization of the first experiment are addressed. Within these aspects, the obtaining and processing of the data, the application of the LDA model, and the life cycle of grooming are explained.
1) DATA COLLECTION
100 conversations (128171 chat lines) were downloaded individually in HTML format. The download in this format allowed to use its components (labels) for the pre-processing of the data. The process that was conducted for data collection was:
• Dataset Download from PJ: As previously mentioned, 128171 lines of chats downloaded from PJ were used. These records were generated between attackers and pseudo-victims, and their selection was performed based on the representativeness of the data with a manual download for further analysis. The number of records represented the average of data used in related investigations. Conversation records were downloaded individually in HTML format. This format will allow better processing of the data for further analysis.
• Description of the data: The superficial properties of the acquired data were examined, and the number of message lines contained in each chat and the number of words contained in each message line were determined.
• Data exploration: In this phase, it was identified that all the conversations had a common structure made up of four components: name of the sender (attacker or pseudo-victim), time stamp, message, and annotations of the pseudo-victim. From this analysis, it was determined that the essential components for the proposed study are the name of the sender and the message. The components such as timestamp and annotations were not considered in the study.
• Verification of data quality: Determining the quality of the acquired data was challenging because the chats come from various sources, use informal language, the vocabulary consists of slangs, shorthand, emoticons, and contain spelling errors. For this reason, further purification was required, which will be described in the cleaning and pre-processing section.
2) DATA PROCESSING
Within this stage, exploration and verification of the data to be analyzed was carried out. In a previous analysis, it was possible to identify a typical structure in them, which is composed of four parts: the name of the sender (attacker or pseudo-victim), the time stamp, the message, and the annotation (optional description). It is determined that two of the identified parties are essential for the analysis; these are the name of the sender and the message. The remaining two parts, which are the time stamp and the optional annotations, are not relevant to the present case study. The verification of the quality of the data was a challenging aspect given the nature of the chats, because they come from different sources and the language used in the conversations is extremely informal to contain slangs, shorthand errors, emoticons, and misspellings. Therefore, the data requires several pre-processing and cleaning steps before the analysis can be performed:
• Data selection -Attackers only:
The decision on what data should be used for the analysis is based on several criteria, including their relevance to the objectives of data mining, as well as technical and quality limitations, limits on the volume of data, and types of data [50] .
As described in the previous sections, the data records for this case study are conversations between attackers and pseudo-victims (undercover agents). After analyzing the dialogues, it is evident that the attackers lead the conversations and choose the topic of discussion; most of the time, they force the pseudo-victims to answer unethical questions. The pseudo-victims, in most cases, follow the topic of the conversation with typical answers like ''yes'', ''no'', ''maybe'', ''we will see'', among others. Therefore, to effectively analyze the grooming, it was determined that only the messages of the attackers would be analyzed.
• Standardization and extraction of relevant data: To extract only the required data, a distinction was generated between the attacker's messages, the pseudovictim's messages, and time-stamps, making use of the HTML tags. Using perl-based scripts and regular expressions, only the data relevant to the investigation was filtered.
• Integration of the data in a CSV file: By having several files of independent conversations, a unified structure is created from the extracted data; this structure includes all the messages coming from the attackers. For doing so, the data is grouped into a file of type CSV, which is constituted as the base structure that contains all the text data to be treated later.
• Pre-processing: In the pre-processing stage, two intermediate threads called cleaning and text standardization are performed. For cleaning the text, punctuation marks and special characters and words that add noise to the study are eliminated. These words are known as stop words and are all those articles, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, among others, that do not add meaning to the investigation. After cleaning, the standardization stage is performed where all the text is lowercase, the verbs are taken to their base form, for example ''getting'' to ''get,'' lemmatization and normalization techniques are applied, to finally eliminate all words that have 2 or less characters or that exceed 15 characters. The obtained results are illustrated in Figure 6 . 
3) APPLICATION OF LDA MODEL
LSA [51] and LDA [15] are widely used in NLP applications for similar tasks. These methods use semantic distances or similarities/relationships between terms to form cliches or word chains. LSA and LDA use the joint frequency of the concurrency of words in different bodies, and links between them to find closely related words. Although these methods can be used in a similar way for several NLP tasks such as text summary, answer to questions or topic detection, each one uses different measures and has different meanings. LDA generates topical threads under an earlier Dirichlet distribution, while LSA produces a correlation matrix between words and documents. Under this consideration, LDA has been taken as reference for the determination of topics.
Tests of the LDA model: As a first step, the LDA model required a dataset sectioning (90% -10%) to evaluate the quality of adjustment (perplexity vs. time) and be able to determine an optimal number of topics. Note that, in the application of the LDA model sectioning was not required, the model was adjusted to the number of defined topics, through the creation of a bag of words with unigrams, obtaining a classification of words by topic as can be seen in Figure 7 . 
4) OBTAINING NUMBER OF TOPICS (LIFE CYCLE OF GROOMING)
To determine the number of standard topics of grooming, in contrast to the life cycles of computer attacks described in Figure 4 , we proceeded to choose a range of values that contains several numbers of topics, and in its analysis determine an optimal compromise solution based on the perplexity and processing time in the application of the model. To demonstrate the effects of the compensation, the quality of adjustment, and the adjustment time are calculated. If the optimal number of topics is high, a lower value can be chosen to speed up the adjustment process and determining the most appropriate number of topics allowed. The range considered to determine an optimal compromise solution started with two (topics proposed by Lancaster) and ended with eight topics proposed by Mandiant, BSI and Sdapt [43] .
The pre-processed CSV dataset was required to execute the LDA algorithm. The algorithm itself required that the dataset be divided into two groups to train and validate the model. In our case study, 90% for training and 10% for validation. The model by its natural defined two groups of bags of words with unigrams.
The optimal value result determined that the number of topics suitable for the analysis of the life cycle of grooming is six, as illustrated in Figure 8 . As can be seen, the perplexity and the time elapsed for this number of topics is reasonable. Besides, it can be deduced that an increasing number of topics leads to a better adjustment, but adjusting the model takes longer to converge. As additional data, it could be determined that two additional theoretical topics are not testable through the dataset since the first would define the way attackers look for their victim and as a second topic is the demonstration of the mechanisms or associated techniques to maintain contact after performing sexual encounters. This is because the pseudo-victims cease to have communication with pedophiles once they pose fortuitous encounters.
Operation of the LDA model with 5 text lines from the dataset: To analyze the functioning of the LDA model, we proceeded to evaluate it with 5 lines of text from the dataset: 1.-''love give massage'', 2.-''nice warm lotion Figure 9 , we can observe the mixture of the six topics present in each one of the lines of text analyzed with the LDA model. It is also observed that, for each analyzed document, the probability of a topic stands out above the others, this allows to infer the belonging of the document to a particular topic, understanding a document as a text message and each topic as a phase of grooming.
Operation of the LDA model with test text independent of the dataset: To test the accuracy of the unsupervised LDA model, a separate string of text was created from the data of the dataset (''this will be our little secret... do not tell your parents about me... I can get in trouble'') obtaining the result depicted in Figure 10 . In the bar chart, it is observed that in the text used, there are multiple mixtures of topics, and the highest probability of belonging for this text is found in topic number 3.
B. EXPERIMENT 2
In this section, the number of topics determined with linguistic characteristics is related. In this way, a supervised classification model will be applied, and it will be finalized with the analysis of the results and its accuracy. 
1) CHARACTERIZING THE TOPICS WITH LINGUISTIC ASPECTS LIWC
As illustrated in Figure 11 , part of the process that will characterize and define the stages of the life cycle of grooming, as a first phase it is required to combine the topics obtained with the application of the LDA model, with the categories linguistics provided in [52] and obtained from the LIWC software.
Proposal of descriptors based on communicational intentions: Applying the LDA model with 6 topics grouped words with their respective frequency within each topic; however, they are only words and require a linguistic process, in order to give a meaning to each topic. Based on Figure 11 , we will explain the process of characterization of the text of a topic with linguistic aspects. This process was replicated in the rest of the topics as follows • Obtaining words frequently from each topic; • The linguistic categories provided by LIWC were compiled as depicted in Figure 12 ;
• Each word was placed within one or more linguistic categories;
• With the linguistic characteristics obtained, it was possible to infer the communicator intentions of the attacker in the selected topic;
• In the process of determining the ''communicational intentions'' we observed that in some cases these were repeated, due to the nature of the attack. With this background, we created a structure of descriptors that conceptualized each communal intention formulated;
• To finish with the formalization stage of the descriptors, we codified them. It is worth noting that these descriptors are specific to the analysis of grooming and that later they will be used to label the data set, a step prior to the application of a supervised learning model.
2) TAGGING DATA WITH TOPICS
With the use of the communicational intentions and the descriptors based on the LIWC categories, within our context, VOLUME 7, 2019 we proceeded to assign the corresponding codes to the structure of each line of text. This is made up of one or several descriptors as shown in Figure 13 . It should be mentioned that for the code to be successful the system, see Figure 14 , must validate that each word contributes to a general idea of the line of text and belongs to the established categories otherwise the system will exclude from your labeling. Additionally, the process that was accomplished for the definition of the communicational intentions allowed to refine the delimitation and distinction of the different groups of topics that will be categorized in the following section. Life cycles of a computer attack applied to grooming: With the purpose of analyzing grooming as a computer attack, we proceeded to verify the relationship of the most representative life cycles with the communicational intentions described in the research. In order to proceed with this phase, first operational concepts (definition) were determined that contemplate the communicational intentions and in turn were assigned a topic or station number (see Table 3 ).
Having determined a characteristic definition of each grooming station, once the communicational intentions have been identified, we proceeded to compare them conceptually with each of the stages of the different life cycles most recognized in the scientific field related to computer attacks within the field of information security as illustrated in Figure 15 .
• In the analysis of the first grooming station, its correlation was identified with the first station of the life cycle of all the proposals examined. Being gathering information, of the SDAP model, which in concept was adapted more to our definition.
• In relation to the second station proposed, the definition found was between stations 1, 2, 3 and 5 of all the models. However, the second station gaining access of the SDAP model defined the station better.
• With regard to the third station, this was identified between stations 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 2 of the models analyzed. The fourth station of the Logrythm, lateral movement, indicates the characteristics of the communicational intention that determined this corresponding grooming station.
• When analyzing the fourth station, the heterogeneity of concepts associated with it was evidenced, being stations 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 of the different authors, those that coincided conceptually with this station. However, the fourth station of Mandiant, escalate privileges, was the one that in position and concept defined the station.
• Stations 4, 2, 5, 6, 3 of the analyzed models showed correspondence with station number 5 of grooming. In this way, Mitnick station 4, execution to achieve objective, characterized it more accurately.
• For the selection of the concept of the last station of the grooming, it was observed that almost in all the stations of the models were contrasted with the last or penultimate station. However, the phase proposed by Mouton et al. [49] is the best one that describes the end of the attack debrief, since in this station the attacker manages the mental state of his victim at his convenience with different strategies.
3) APPLIED SUPERVISED LEARNING CLASSIFICATION MODEL
For the selection of a supervised learning model classification technique, it is advisable to understand the nature of the problem. This is the case of linear classifiers, given that their simplicity and computational appeal are widely used in problems of automatic text classification, an integral part of our research [53] , [54] . Another important aspect of this classification is its usefulness in machine learning and data mining consequently text mining. Unlike nonlinear classifiers, such as neural networks, which allocate data to a higher dimensional space, linear classifiers work directly on the data in the original input space. While linear classifiers cannot handle certain complex data types, they may be enough for textual content data. For example, linear classifiers have been shown to offer competitive returns on document data with non-linear classifiers. An important advantage of linear classification is that the training and testing procedures are much more efficient. Therefore, linear classification can be very useful for some large-scale applications [55] - [57] .
Below is the process to train a linear classifier that is based on the word frequency count, through a bag-of-words model. Using it as a predictor of the stages of grooming to which a certain text message belongs.
For the application of the linear model the following steps were followed:
• The pre-processed CSV file is complemented with the labels of the stages of the life cycle of the grooming;
• The dataset is loaded in CSV format to MATLAB; • A class distribution histogram is constructed to show the presence of each of the grooming stations in the dataset, see Figure 16 ;
• The data set is divided into 2 partitions for training and one set excluded for testing and validation (the training percentage was 70% and 30%, respectively);
• The classification model that takes as input a Bag-ofwords model, which contains the pre-processed and labeled data, is constructed and trained;
• The classifier is tested to predict the labels of the test data using the trained model and then the classification accuracy is calculated, this being the proportion of labels that the model predicts correctly;
• An array is created with new data (text messages) to test the model. 
4) RESULTS AND MODEL ACCURACY
After applying the proposed steps sequentially, and applying data that are not known by the system, it describes that its accuracy was 97.61% (see Figure 17 ), thus confirming that the linear model was adapted without major problems to our case study.
5) COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED LINEAR MODEL WITH DEEP LEARNING MODELS
Research related to the detection of cyber-pedophiles and grooming, support their studies with previous investigations related to artificial intelligence. In some cases, they review the literature of implemented algorithms and in other cases they propose new algorithms aimed at improving classification efficiency. Algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, Decision trees and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) and k-means clustering, have already been evaluated [7] , [25] , [26] , [58] . Regarding the deep learning models applied, we tested 2 different models: A convolutional neural network (CNN), see Figure 18 , and a Long short-term memory (LSTM) network, see Figure 19 . The classification accuracies we obtained with these models were 96.11% for the CNN and 95.91% for the LSTM network. Based on these results, it is shown that the linear model is the best applied to our case study (classification of texts, see Section VI-B.3) since its accuracy is higher (97.61%) compared with that of the deep learning models.
VII. ANSWERING RESEARCH QUESTIONS A. WITH THE USE OF COMPUTER LEARNING, CAN THE PHASES OF GROOMING BE DETERMINED AS A COMPUTER ATTACK?
The researches related to grooming have been analyzed from the psychological point of view, this aspect not being supported by agreements of the scientific community allows researchers to determine different phases with a high degree of subjectivity. For this reason, the research was based on a statistical model LDA that allowed to determine a specific number of stations or phases that attackers follow when applying this attack to their victims. With the application of computational learning it became evident that it is feasible to determine if a text belongs to a specific station with a high degree of accuracy.
B. CAN GROOMING BE CONSIDERED AN ATTACK VECTOR WITHIN THE APTS?
In the search to be able to place grooming as an attack vector within social engineering and information security, Krombholz et al. [59] , in its taxonomy proposal refers to APT. Chen et al. in [42] , clearly describes and justifies the difference between APT attacks and traditional cyber-attacks. In this differentiation they determine that the APT come from highly organized, sophisticated, determined and obstinate attackers who direct their attacks to specific people or organizations, government institutions, commercial companies with the purpose of obtaining competitive advantages, strategic benefits that in some situations cause irreparable damage. All this process is successful based on the repetitiveness of their attack attempts, maintaining discretion and non-invasive immediately, but with high resistance capabilities, in the long term in order to meet their objectives. One of the attacks considered APTs, is social engineering. Attackers who apply social engineering have shown very diverse behavioral patterns (friendship, empathy, threat, abuse of trust, etc.). These psychological traits, when organized in phases, demonstrate a common behavioral pattern that is persistence. As it has been demonstrated in the research, grooming follows this same behavioral pattern, for this reason being a type of social engineering enters the APT classification.
Alshamrani et al. [44] built a list of criteria that determine whether an attack is APT or a common cyber-attack. If the answer to any of these relative criteria is true for the attack case in question, then the attack is not APT. In Table 4 , a grooming attack is contrasted with the mentioned list of criteria, in this way, it is framed within the group of APT attacks, in order to analyze it from that perspective.
There is a divergence of criteria when updating the concept of an APT; for this reason, it is difficult to take security measures against these unconventional attacks. On the other hand, organizations such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have not taken into account the new objectives and damages caused by the APT. However, the increasing manifestation of the APT with sophisticated methods and deterministic characteristics make the security industry point out the need to review the definition of APT, to include other domains with new attack targets [43] .
In the scientific field, several criteria have been proposed to update the concept of an APT. It starts from a military criterion, to refer to a class of sophisticated attacks, carried out by highly skilled attackers, whose objective is to obtain sensitive information from their victim [40] . The definition of an APT is made up of the combination of three terms:
• Threat: the threat in APT attacks is usually the loss of sensitive data, the impediment of critical components or the breaking of the victim. These are growing threats for many national entities and organizations that have advanced protection systems that protect their data.
• Persistent: APT attackers are very determined, persistent and obstinate. Once they get access to the victim, they try to extend their stay for as long as possible. They use several evasive techniques to avoid detection and follow a slow and discreet approach to increase their likelihood of success.
• Advanced: APT attackers usually have advanced tools and methods, necessary to perform an APT attack. These advanced methods include the use of multiple attack vectors to execute, as well as to keep the attack going.
According to the NIST [41] , an APT attacker: (i) pursues its objectives repeatedly over a prolonged period of time;
(ii) it adapts to the efforts of defenders to resist it; and (iii) is determined to maintain the level of interaction necessary to achieve its objectives. These objectives are usually the theft of information or the deterioration of critical aspects of a mission or program through multiple attack vectors. Within the study of the APT [43] - [45] , [47] , we have observed the interest of contributing to the detailed study of differentiated attacks according to their processes by applying life cycles proposed by industry and academia (see Figure 4 ) based on concepts of computer attacks.
C. CAN THE STUDIES RELATED TO GROOMING SUPPORT FUTURE RESEARCH ASSOCIATED WITH SOCIAL ENGINEERING?
Taking into account that the studies of social engineering are in continuous development and have as one of their objectives to determine behavioral patterns of the attackers and their victims, it is evident that the present study can support future investigations aligned to the study of social engineering as an APT within the field of information security.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have positioned grooming as an attack vector within social engineering and information security. Through the modeling of topics, different stages or seasons of a life cycle of grooming associated with social engineering is determined; this will allow supporting investigations related to identifying patterns of malicious behavior online. Additionally, a psychological and technical profile of the type of attacker associated with online pedophilia has been presented. We have conducted two experiments, the first consists of determining, in a computational way through a statistical model, stations, or cycles related to grooming. The second experiment gives a linguistic concept to the established stations. In the last experiment, a linear model of machine learning was applied, according to the determined linguistic characteristics, aiming at characterizing text pertinent to the case study (online pedophilia), obtaining an accuracy percentage of 97%. All data was selected and downloaded from the Perverted-Justice website. It is worth noting that although the related work does not align directly with information security, we address the topic following an information security approach. For this reason, the research covers several fields aligned to security, such as APT persistent advanced attacks and social engineering. The processing and evaluation of short text lines obtained from instant messaging protocol, through the proposed approach, does not only apply to the case study but can be reproduced in other security-related fields, these can be online bullying, bank fraud, phishing, among others. One of the main challenges in the path of new cases of study is obtaining relevant data related to the research field; for this reason, it is essential to promulgate and to disseminate in the scientific community this type of studies, to gain more interest in the academy and industry. As future work, we have planned to implement the model in parental control systems for further optimization. As a step before this implementation, the model must be contrasted with data from instant messaging, with texts of adult conversations of a sexual nature and frequent conversations. In this way, the system will have the ability to unlink these conversations from the classification and location of relevant texts to the violation of privacy.
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